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Gifts to the Museum: a tintype
We are thankful that so many people think of the
GHS when they are wondering what to do with artifacts of Glover history. Though we have limited
space and cannot take everything folks might want
to give us, we are certainly grateful for items that
tell Glover’s story.
In this new newsletter feature, we will spotlight
an interesting item that has been given to the GHS
recently. This month we bring you this beautiful tintype, c. 1888, donated by Frances Clark Flanders,
96, of Windsor, VT. This is the largest tintype size
we have in the Museum, measuring 5x7 inches; there
is only one other of that size, which, interestingly
enough, shows the same two buildings, but from
much closer range. Makes you wonder if they were
taken the same day by the same traveling photographer. The other tintype was donated by Marguerite
Bean Fiske.
This photo shows Frances’ dad, Anson Clark (b.
1877), with his two sisters, Nettie Eliza (b. 1872),
on the left and Mary Hannah (“Matie,” 1866-1888).
They were the children of Franklin Cephas Clark and

Marcella Deborah Smith. In the background, to the
left of the Union House, is a glimpse of what today is

known as the Glover Community Church. I thought
it was a rare photo of the Universalist Church, which
used to stand south of the Union House before the
church burned in 1910, until I read a note affixed to
the back of the other tintype which read “Note the
image is reversed, as was the case with tintypes.”
– JFA

GHS Annual Report
Each year the Glover Historical Society is asked
by the listers to submit a report of our work to include in the Glover Town Report. For those of you
who do not see the town report, we include our report here for a good summary of the year just ended.
Another busy year for the Glover Historical Society! Though we didn’t accomplish everything on
our 2007 “to do” list, the list of what we did tackle
is a long one:

Our Vermont History EXPO project at the
Tunbridge Fairgrounds in June told Glover’s sliding
stories, gathered by Jodi Baker’s fourth grade students at Glover School, gleaned from the oral history VHS tapes made by the GHS in the 1990s, from
stories mailed in to us, and from new interviews. We
gathered all sorts of sleds and photos and created an
exhibit, which we displayed again at Glover Day in
July and at Old Stone House Day in August. We plan
to publish the stories and photos this spring.
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The Glover Room at the Old Stone House had
not been spruced up since Daisy Dopp and others
took the task on in 1956. A GHS committee revisited the Glover Room this summer and gave it a face
lift, just in time for Old Stone House Day, where visitors gave it rave reviews! We hung our Queen of
Hearts exhibit, where the queens will hold court until next August’s Old Stone House Day. We hope
you’ll visit the “new” old room!
In our own museum at the Municipal Building,
we have embarked on a huge project of inventorying all the items in the three museum rooms, and
checking to make sure each item is in our acquisitions book. Once done, we will then enter all the items
in a museum software program, which will make
searching for items and information much easier. We
have completed half the inventory. The wealth of
Glover history that has been gathered in the Museum
over the years since the GHS was organized in 1990
is amazing! People continue to think of GHS when
they have pieces of Glover’s past they would like to
see preserved. We were thankful to have some young
blood helping this summer, Glover 6th grader Brittany Lantagne. Last winter, GHS director Jean
Borland redrew all the maps in her History of Glover
Lots research notebooks, which are now back in the
Museum. The Museum is open by appointment,
scheduled by contacting one of our officers.
This year we dug into all the Museum holdings
to answer genealogical questions about families who
lived in Glover in years past. The queries came from
all over the country—Oregon, California, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Pennsylvania—proving lots of Gloverites
did head west! These searchers really appreciated
learning about their roots, and found Glover a great
place to visit. Photos and artifacts from our museum
also were used in the Old Stone House’s exhibit “Up
in Smoke,” which was researched and assembled by
Darlene Young and Liz Nelson, both Glover residents.
Their exhibit will continue through next summer at
the Old Stone House Museum.
This year Civil War historian Howard Coffin and
the Vermont Council on the Humanities put the call
out for all Vermont Towns to gather their Civil War
stories, and we passed the message on in our news-
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letter. People sent us information, and we found lots
of stories and memorabilia in the Museum, pulling
together everything we could find about the 95 Civil
War soldiers from Glover, as well as others who enlisted here or settled here after the war.
The GHS helped the Glover 4th graders write a
Quest—a historical treasure hunt—that was included
in the Old Stone House’s publication Orleans County
Quests. The students chose to write their treasure
hunt about Runaway Pond. Following their clues will
take the quester along the path of the escaping water
of 1810, telling you the story along the way, with a
treasure at the end. Good luck!
June 10, 2010 will mark the bicentennial of the
running away of Runaway Pond, and we are beginning to make plans. The drive at the Runaway Pond
Park has been paved, and next summer we will revitalize the flowers and plantings, all in preparation for
a big celebration. We have started a list of possible
festivities; please let us know your ideas. 2010 will
be here before we know it!
The GHS worked with the Glover Community
School and the Old Stone House Museum to submit
a grant proposal to the History Channel with a plan
to digitize the hundred years of Glover news columns
from the weekly Orleans County Monitor. We did
not receive the grant, but would still hope to find a
way to make these wonderful resources easily accessible to all.
Like many other local organizations, we were
blessed with a generous bequeath from GHS charter member Betty Putney’s estate. Betty’s gift,
along with dues collected and profit from sales of
our maps and publications, made it possible for us to
help support the Orleans County History Fair sponsored by the Old Stone House Museum, make a donation to help move and renovate the old cooperage
in West Glover, purchase flags to beautify the villages, publish our newsletters, put exhibits together,
maintain our website, and keep our publications in
print.
Respectfully submitted,
Joan Alexander, GHS Secretary
January 6, 2008
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2nd in our series

Glover place names: Drew Place
been changed very little, with all the post and beam
Last issue, we featured Clark Pond, and men- construction still there to admire. The Drew farm retioned that Perron Hill used to be known as Clark mained the only home on the road until 1998 when
Hill back before the Perrons came in the 1920s and Wesley and Darlene Alexander built their home.
The road shows on the 1859 Wallings Atlas map
30s. You will find this issue’s place name, Drew Place,
of
Glover,
with “N. Drew” labeled at the end. The
if you head up Perron Hill. Just past the home of
Marvin and Lisa Perron is a dirt road off to the left, 1878 Beers Atlas map marks the place of “N. Drew”
in the same spot as the Wallings did, though it doesn’t
show the road. The 1883 Child’s Gazetteer does not
show the road either, nor does it label any residents’
names on the map itself. The Child’s map does number each road and then lists family names in a registry, adding the road numbers to the listings unless the
residence was in the village.

How Drew Place got its name

Drew Place barn, 1926 photo

just before the Perron Hill Road changes from pavement to dirt. Why is Drew Place called Drew Place?
The road is named for the Drew family who

Beers Atlas map

The Drew Homestead

farmed at the end of the short road for three generations: Nathaniel, his son John and John’s son Harley.
Today Elizabeth LaBrecque lives in the old Drew
farmhouse, and Brian Perron uses the barn. The house
has been resided in and remodeled some, but if you
look at old photos, you’ll notice the original “bones”
of the house remain. The structure of the barn has

From the 1883 Child’s Gazetteer, Orleans County
“Town of Glover” history:
Nathaniel Drew, from Wolfsboro, N.H., at the age
of ten years came to Glover with his father, in 1818,
locating upon the farm now owned by John O. Drew.
Two of his seven children now reside here.
(Nathaniel’s parents were John Leighton Drew and
Betsey Swasey Drew; John was the first Drew to show
up in a Glover census, in 1820. John and Betsy had
7 children—Nathaniel was their 6th child—and at
least 5 of them were still living when they made the
trip to Glover in 1818.)
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Isaac Drew from Eton, N.H. came to Glover in
1820, locating in the central part of the town, where
Mr. Norton now resides. Six of his eight children are
living, five in Glover. Rufus L., the fourth child, born
in 1835, now resides with his wife and three children
on road 20. He was engaged in mining in California
seven years, and during the late war served in Co. D,
6th Reg., Vt. Vols.”
In the Child’s registry, the farm of John Olin Drew
is listed as on r 23, with a sugar orchard of 600 trees,
80 acres. Nathaniel is listed as a “retired farmer”,
also on r 23. Isaac is listed as farming on road 44
with William W. Drew. Road 44 appears to be a road
that started at the outlet of Shadow Lake and went
south toward the Black Hills.
One would surmise that Nathaniel and Isaac were
probably related, both coming so close in time, both
coming from eastern NH, and both settling on what
is now Perron Hill. (Both “the farm owned by John
O. Drew” and “where Mr. Norton now resides” were
located on the same stretch of what is now the upper
end of Perron Hill Road, between the Clark road turn
to the intersection with Young Road.) Vicki Flanders
of Keene, NH, a Drew descendant and an avid genealogist, did discover from searching census records
in NH that John and Isaac were first cousins. In fact,
one of Isaac’s brothers, Rufus, also ended up in
Glover (and it is Rufus who is Vicki’s ancestor.)
Vicki had more about Isaac’s duty in the Civil
War. He was 55 when he enlisted in 1861, along with
his son, Rufus. Vicki’s grandfather, Ray Drew (b.
1910 on the former W.F. Clark farm on what used to
be known as Drew Hill) made the Drew name famous in these parts in the 1930s. He played semiprofessional ball (“We call it that because he got paid
to play ball,” said Vicki). His most famous feat may
have been the time he hit a long ball during a game at
the Barton Fair that landed in the horse barn and hit
a horse. The man grooming the horse, Will Utton,
looked up and said to himself: “Ray Drew must have
just hit the ball!”
Olive Urie Griffin, who came back to Glover with
husband Ray in their retirement, is descended from
the Nathanial Drew who settled Drew Place.
Nathaniel and Sarah McLellan were her great-great-
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grandparents, John and Miranda Drew, her great
grandfather, Harley Drew and Emma Wright Drew
her grandparents, and Ada Drew Urie and Will Urie
her parents. Ada, the oldest of three girls; Alice was
the next oldest, and Ruby the youngest. (Ruby, the
widow of Leonard Perley Drew, Ray’s older brother,
now lives in upstate NY at age 102!). Olive remembers hearing that her grandfather Harley once traveled to Florida and brought back an alligator which
he kept as a pet and hitched it to a leg of the kitchen
table. Olive wasn’t there to see the alligator, but she
does remember the unusual-looking Guinea hens with
their curious bald heads that her grandmother raised
(and chased!).
Ada lived on the farm all her life until her marriage to Will. After their retirement, Harley and Emma
moved to Glover Village, and the farm that had been
in the Drew family so long was sold. Ada and Will
Urie farmed in the Mud Island area of Glover all their
married life, first at Cozy Bend farm and then at
Sunnyside. In their later years, Will and Ada were
often photographed as the quintessential old-time
Vermont farmers and appeared in several magazine
articles and books.
There are at least 59 Drews buried in Westlook
Cemetery, and many living Drew descendants of John,
Isaac and Rufus still abound in Glover. One Drew
descendant, Lori Royer, lives in Newport. Like Vicki,
Lori is a granddaughter of Ray Drew. Lori took a
Vermont History course at CCV taught by Philip
Crossman in 2006 and used Glover as the focus of
her study. One of her assignments was to delve into
the history of industry of the town, and, in doing her
study, she discovered some of the other famous
Glover Drews—Levi Partridge Drew, Wesley Drew
and Perley Drew. She graciously allowed us to print
her paper on Glover industries in the newsletter; here
it is:

Industry in Glover
I really thought that this was going to be a
challenging week but in poking around I found out
what some my family did for a living. It was very
interesting!
First off, Glover had many more industries then I
would have believed. But then, like everything in this
class, surprises are around every corner!
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Since the town of Glover was first established farmer and a barber, and also served as a teamster in
farming and forestry has been the way most folks 1884. He lost part of his leg in a mowing accident so
survived. From this, farm related industries started he became a storekeeper and later branched out into
popping up. Potash, slope, cedar oil and wool where barbering more. I also found in researching that the
manufactured in the early years to supplement a first Drew in Glover, John, was a storekeeper as well.
farmer’s income. I found that maple sugaring was My grandfather, his father, his great uncle Leonard,
the largest of the supplemental sources of income. In Uncle Jack and brother-in-law Ellery Dunn were all
1840 Vermont produced 4,647,934 lbs of maple electricians. There was an electric company in Glover
sugar. In Glover at this same time they produced in the 1920s that was owned by Dr. Nichols. (This
61,430 lbs. (History of the town of Glover, Vermont, company operated in Glover, Albany, Wheelock,
pg. 132) In the 1880s two creameries were estab- Sheffield, Craftsbury, Irasburg, Coventry, and parts
lished. Sawmills and grist mills were many. At one of Barton.) Between all these generations of Drews,
time there were 15 sawmills in operation at different they were a part of setting up a power system in Portsplaces in town. The flood of 1927 cleared out many mouth, NH. They also installed power lines in Verof the mills. Glover still has a sawmill in operation, mont, New Hampshire, and Maine. My grandfather
right on the main road as you leave town on the south told me stories of when electricity came to Glover,
and how he had helped his Dad wire houses and barns.
end.
In the 1920s my grandfather’s uncle, Wesley
As with any town, industry came along as people
Drew, built a shack on
demanded it. For instance,
the main drag in Glover
butter was a thriving comwhich still is there under
modity in the last half of
the name of the “Busy
the 19th century, so tub
Bee” and has been a
shops were born. With
diner ever since. He sold
tubs, you needed to have
small items and put in a
a cooper (one who makes
gas pump. He also had a
or fixes tubs or casks—a
bear and a woodchuck.
new word for me!) Glover
He sold it in the 1930s
had five men enlisted to do
to his brother Perley and
this. The usual businesses
his wife. The “Zoo” was
that surround a town that
born! A coyote, two owls
were also prevalent in
and a monkey moved in
Glover were blacksmiths Levi Drew at L. Drew, General Merchandise
and many folks from
(eight from 1799-1910 or
miles
around
came
to
see
this
little place.
so), barbers, shoemakers, butchers, a gunsmith, cabiGlover is still a thriving little town. Driving
net makers and general storekeepers, to name a few.
With horse racing happening right on the main street, through you see the very popular Currier’s Market
harness making and repairing was another industry known for its low priced, high quality meats, the Busy
that was a part of Glover’s town history. Interesting Bee diner, a sawmill with its lumber yard full, and
businesses that I thought would only be located in a many home businesses. It’s a great place to visit and
larger city were a jeweler, a sewing machine distribu- I bet not a bad place to live.
– Lori Royer
tor, a traveling troupe and a showman. These were
all in the 1860-1880 years. In 1860, Glover had its
We finish our visit to Drew Place with…
highest population of 1,250, and it declined to 810
by 1920. So maybe the town was considered a large The mysterious carvings on Drew Place
one in 1860!
This summer I was walking with my two nephIn my family I found out that my great, great ews down Drew Place, headed to visit the one dairy
grandfather Levi Drew owned and operated “L. farm still operating on Perron Hill (Bob Clark counted
Drew, General Merchandise.” Before this he was a
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at least 12 dairy farms on old maps of Perron Hill
back in the days when it was Clark Hill.)
The raspberries were ripe, and my nephew Wayne,
age 5, was stopping along the road to eat any wild
berries he could find. Cole, 3, was noticing every rock
and tire track in the road. We were making slow
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to the barn and study the rock instead, but the boys
were set on the farm. Later, after visiting the cows,
I told my brother Wes about Wayne’s discovery and
asked if Wes had ever seen it. He hadn’t and neither
had Darlene. But Wes said it rang a bell—he remembered that Jimmy Currier had once mentioned a rock
that his father had carved up somewhere up around
their old home.
Later that afternoon, from behind the meat
counter at Currier’s, Jimmy explained the carvings.
Back when they were kids, Jimmy’s father and his
brothers had carved their initials in the rock. Rose
(Daigle) Currier and Fred Currier lived just below
the road to the Drew farm in what is now Lisa and
Marvin Perron’s house. The Currier boys were just

Wayne Alexander and his “discovery” of the Drew Place
carved rock, summer, 2008.

progress. Suddenly Wayne asked, “What does this
writing on the rock say?”
I couldn’t imagine what he was talking about. I
suppose I have pushed a stroller, walked or biked
that road with my sister-in-law Darlene and the boys
maybe a hundred times over the last ten years, and I
knew there was no writing on any rock. I assumed
there must be a crack in the rock that looked like a
letter to Wayne. “I don’t think it’s really writing,
Wayne,” I explained as Cole and I headed over to
see what he was talking about.
Wayne was standing in one of the wild raspberries that dot the bank at the end of Drew Place. Pushing aside the bushes, right at his eye level, he was
tracing lines in an outcropping of what looked like
slate. I took a closer look. Wayne was absolutely right,
the rock was covered with letters, some very deeply
carved. We made out many letters, not spelling whole
words, but rather what seemed to be initials, complete with periods after each initial. Then, above and
to the right, we made out numbers, too. A date took
shape: May, 1931. I had my camera and took a picture of Wayne and his discovery.
I just couldn’t get over it. How could I have
missed ever noticing this? Initials and a date, carved
in the rock face, over 75 years ago. Who had done
it? What did it mean? I was ready to abandon the trip

Rose (Daigle) & Alfred Currier family c. 1935-1937. In the
back, left to right: Walter, Maynard, Ted, Arthur, Leonard;
front, left to right: Rose, Alfred “Freddie,”and Alfred.

looking for something to do one day and hit on the
idea of each carving their initials. “It’s the kind of
thing kids used to do, just exploring around,” Jim
said. He pointed to a picture hanging in the store of
his grandparents, Fred and Rose Currier, and all their
sons. He named each of the brothers, but their names
didn’t exactly match with the carved letters we had
seen that morning. “Well, they had nicknames for
each other,” Jimmy explained. “Leonard was “Mike,”
Ted was “Toop,” Arthur was “Punk,” there may have
been others I don’t remember…You know, I really
should go see that rock again.”
Jimmy’s daughter Julie, Postmistress of Glover,
remembers going to visit the rock when she was
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about ten. I asked her about it as she worked in the
post office at Currier’s Market. She was with her
grandparents, Maynard and Jesse Currier, and her
Uncle Dave. “Gramp drove right up to the soft rock,
and we got out of the car to see the carving. He
knew right where it was.” The memory of that visit
always stayed with her though she hasn’t been back
since then.
All fall, I meant to get back and get a better
photo of the carvings. When I realized we would be
featuring Drew Place in the newsletter, I really meant
to get back and get a better photo. By the time I
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really got around to it, the bank was covered in snow.
This spring, for sure!
– Joan Alexander
Thanks to Olive Urie Griffin, Vicki Flanders and
Lori Royer for all the Drew family information and
photos, and to Jim Currier, Maureen Currier, and
Julie McKay for the information about the carvings
in the rock and for loaning the photo of Fred and
Rose Currier’s family.

What’s next?
Where should we head to next? The Black Hills? Daniels Pond? Mud Island? Bear Call Road? We
would LOVE to have one of you write the next Glover Place Names feature! Just let Joan know at 5256212.

Call for membership dues!
Please check the address label on this newsletter
to see when your dues expire. Unless you are a lifetime member, or paid for the year in advance, your
membership expired at the end of 2007. Dues for
2008 are $5 for an individual and $8 for a family.

Please use the form inserted in this newsletter to remit your dues and help keep the GHS strong in numbers! If your dues are in arrears you will receive a
special insert in this newsletter explaining what is due
in case you would like to rejoin. Thanks!

In Memoriam
Cedric “Bruz” Pierce
Claire Hubbell Pierce

Ray Young
Ruth Darling Young
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“…have been thinking of you folks all day…”

A soldier writes home to Glover
You never know what might come in the mail.
Just after New Year’s, I got a note from a friend who
lives in southern Vermont. It read, “Found this in
some auction stuff I got. Maybe you know someone
in your area who would like it.” Enclosed was a
smaller envelope with a letter inside.
The smaller envelope was addressed to “Mrs.
A.A. Matthews, Glover, Vermont, RFD, USA,” postmarked US Army Post Office, Jan 1919. Inside were
two sheets of yellowed graph paper, each line filled
with a faded but very neat penciled script. It was
addressed to “Ever My Dearest Sister Inez” and in
the top right-hand corner, with
the heading “Jan. 1, 1919,
France.”
I was awed. I was holding a
letter written 89 years ago, almost to the day. The letter was
filled with the soldier’s longings
to be home. I thought of all the
Vermont soldiers far from home
who wrote (or emailed) very
similar New Year thoughts to
their families in this new year of
2008. Some excerpts:

want to know what happened after I got hit. Well I
was bandaged up by first aid then taken to the Hospital in an ambulance and was operated on there that
night of Oct. 14 and about 3 weeks later I got sewed
up. Took 14 double stitches in all. It didn’t take so
very long for it to heal up after it was sewed up. My
leg below my knee is paralyzed yet…I am in hopes
that it will come to in some time. Otherwise I am well
and am getting fat as I don’t do much just 3½ hours
ground duty every night…
I am ofel [sic] anxious to see you all. How good
it will seem to be back there with you all….
The letter was signed “Pvt.
E.D. Matthews, Co. A, 101 st
Engrs., American E. F.

On a whim, I brought the letter to Irasburg School where I
teach to ask our instrumental music teacher, Gary Matthews, if this
letter writer might be a relative
of his. He thought it might be, but
said he would check with his dad,
Bernie Matthews of Orleans, just
to be sure. Sure enough, Bernie
This is the longest day I beconfirmed a connection. The sollieve I ever saw. Guess it is bedier was Ellsworth Donald
cause I have been thinking of you
Matthews, Bernie’s uncle; Bernie
folks all day, wondering what
was born just months after the letyou are doing…. I shall be glad
ter was written. Ellsworth was
when I get out of France. It rains
writing to his sister-in-law, Inez,
most all the time….
who was married to his brother
You said in your letter that
Arthur.
when I wrote again you wanted
Bernie and his son Steve filled
me to tell you all about the get- Ellsworth D. Matthews c. 1917. Ellsworth me in on what had happened to
ting wounded & what I was do- fought in Battle of Chateau-Thierry, St. Ellsworth in the years after the
Mihiel, and Verdun. The photo was taken in
ing when I got hurt. Well I wasn’t Ayer, MA.
1919 letter was written.
doing nothing. I was under shell
Ellsworth had returned safely
fire and one got my number. That is as near as I can from the war, and in 1929 married Hallie Hardy of
tell you on paper. I also got a small peace [sic] in Newport Center, who was 14 years his junior. They
the nick [sic] but a very small one. I suppose you had a son, Malcolm, who is still living in CT. Ellwsorth
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lived in the Claremont, NH area most of his married
life, but then retired to Orleans for his last two years,
where he and Hallie lived next door to his nephew
Bernie and his family. One morning in June, 1989
Ellsworth died in the garden while hoeing corn, just
shy of his 96th birthday. A pretty good life for a soldier whose fate could have seen him die on a battlefield in Europe!
The Matthews asked a niece of Hallie’s to give

Hallie & Ellsworth Matthews, 1937, and son Malcolm, age 4

me a call to tell more of Ellsworth’s story. Eleanor
Hicks Prevo grew up in Newport but now lives in
Windsor. She had cared for Hallie after Ellsworth’s
death and had Ellsworth’s Army Honorable Discharge
papers. The document was issued September 14,
1919, and listed some other details: occupation;
farmer; date of enlistment: September 18, 1917 at
age 23, blue eyes, brown hair, ruddy complexion,
5’9”, born in Acworth, NH.
Though he returned to farming after his marriage,
soon Ellsworth and Hallie located in Claremont, near
his birthplace. He worked in a machine shop there,
but all his life had a side job of making wooden scythe
handles that were then sent on to a manufacturer in
Waterbury, VT, Derby & Ball & Edwards, that manufactured scythes. Making the handles, called snathes,
was a trade that Ellsworth and his brothers Bert,
Elmer and Arthur had probably learned on the farm
as young men and continued long after they had left
farming. They bought white ash from farmers, traipsing through the woods to locate just what they
wanted, cut the tree with a cross cut saw, split it with
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a sledge hammer and wedge, then used an axe to
hew the wood into blocks, then hand shaved the
handles. The handles were shipped to Waterbury
where they were then curved, attached to the blade,
and finished. Eleanor recalled that Ellsworth set a
tent up in his backyard in Claremont where he would
work on the snathes during the summers.
I wondered about Ellsworth’s war wounds; had
he recovered from them? Bernie and Eleanor both
recalled that Ellsworth walked with a very slight limp,
and wore a built-up shoe. Eleanor remembered that
the leg gave him trouble as he aged, and he made
frequent visits to the VA Hospital. Though he didn’t
talk much about his war years, Bernie remembers
Ellsworth telling that it took 20 years for the shrapnel to work its way out of his leg.
Not all letters are so easily traced to a descendant! It was wonderful to know this soldier who
sounded so lonely had made it back and enjoyed a
long life. It was very satisfying to return the letter to
the soldier’s family. I wondered how the letter ended
up in an auction in southern Vermont, but that made
sense to Bernie as Inez and Arthur had moved to
Reading, VT and after their deaths, some of their
belongings probably ended up in an auction.
A little postscript to this story: in my last conversation with Bernie Matthews, he mentioned he was
puzzled by the Glover RFD address on the envelope,
as he didn’t remember ever hearing that his uncle
Arthur had lived in Glover. Then he had a hunch: at
one time, two of the Matthews brothers had farmed
in the Skunk Hollow area of Greensboro; maybe they
were closer to a Glover than a Greensboro mail route.
Sure enough, the Skunk Hollow “neighborhood” is
near Greensboro’s border with Glover. So, maybe
this is not really a Glover story at all!
And for another WWI soldier’s letters…
Just after reading Mr. Matthews’ letter, I read
about a blog where a man is posting transcripts of a
British WWI soldier’s letters home exactly 90 years
after they were written. The soldier who wrote the
letters was Harry Lamin, and the website Experiences of an English Soldier is at http://
wwar1.blogspot.com/. To find out Harry’s fate, follow the blog!
– JFA
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Still more Glover Civil War findings…
In the last two issues of Glover History, we have
presented Glover’s Civil War History, spurred on by
Vemont Civil War historian Howard Coffin’s search
for Vermont’s Civil War places and stories. In the
Winter 2007 issue, I referenced a story I had remembered about a young man who walked all night from
St. Johnsbury to Glover to sign up at the Union House
for the Union Army. Well, my memory did not serve
me all that well, and since then I have found the correct story; here it is!
In 1919 Josiah Grout published a volume including his autobiography and a biography of his brother
William. The Memoir of Gen’l Willaim Wallace Grout
and Autobiography of Josiah Grout was published in
Newport by the Bullock Press. The brothers were
from a family of seven children who had been raised
mostly in Kirby, VT. William attended the Orleans
Liberal Institute in Glover for several terms, and married a classmate from Glover. Josiah also attended
the Institute for three terms. Though Josiah does a
fair bit of boasting and bashing in his book, it is nevertheless full of very interesting stories!

“Patriotic outburst” in Glover
From the “My Part in the Civil War” section of
Grout’s book:
The first patriotic outburst I recall was at Glover,
when I was attending school. When the news of the
surrender of Sumpter reached that place, the
postoffice was crowded with students and residents
awaiting the arrival of the mail. When it came one of
the fathers read from the Boston Journal that Fort
Sumpter had surrendered to the Confederacy. Following the reading there was deep silence. Finally
one of the party seized a broom, mounted the counter
and said, “Boys, let us give three cheers for the old
flag!” The cheers were given with a zest, repeated
with a tiger, and the crowd moved out of doors for a
better opportunity to shake off the spell. One of the
company said that he could not see why we cheered,
that he felt more like crying over such news. The one
who wanted to cry did not enlist.

Josiah’s long walk to enlist
Josiah answered the call to enlist in the fall of
1861:
I was then attending school at St. Johnsbury. A
war meeting held in the town hall at that place was
addressed by Governor Fairbanks and a lieutenant
from the regular army, who had only recently returned from the South.
In that meeting I decided to enlist. I told Professor Colby, the principal of the Academy, the next
day after the meeting of my decision, and walked
five miles to my home to advise with my father for I
was a minor. He at first remonstrated, but finally
consented.
The next day I walked to Danville, where Colonel Preston was recruiting for the cavalry, reaching
there about noon.
The company he was recruiting was full, and
that afternoon I continued my walk to Glover, reaching there about midnight, and found the company
there being recruited for the sixth regiment also full.
The next day I continued my walk to Barton and
found a chance there to enlist with Colonel Sawyer,
who was recruiting a company form Orleans and
Lamoille Counties for the cavalry.
Thus, after traveling over forty miles, I became
a soldier.

GHS website: want to
help?
We launched the Historical Society website a
couple of years ago (gloverhistoricalsociety.org), but
now we need some volunteers to update it! All our
past newsletters need to be scanned and added,
and we have some wonderful historic photos to
post. (Right now, there is only one photo on the
site.)
If you have some time to lend, and have a scanner and computer at home and would be interested
in adding photos and articles to our website from
the comfort of your own home, please let us know!
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A bit about William…
William Wallace Grout, the oldest boy in the family, five years older than Josiah. “At Glover, he was
one of the leading scholars and after six terms was
fitted for college.” William went on to become a lawyer, establishing a practice in Barton. In 1860, he
married a Glover girl, Loraine Smith, who had been
a classmate of his in Glover. They had two girls, “both
dying in baby life,” soon followed by their mother.
All three are buried in Westlook Cemetery in Glover,
sharing the stone of Loraine’s parents. William served
in the Civil War, beginning as the recruiter for the
Barton company and ending as a general. For a short
time, William and his brother Josiah owned and edited the Orleans Independent Standard newspaper
published in Barton. William was a State’s Attorney
for Orleans Co., and a state representative and senator, and then a congressman in Washington, D.C. The
Grout’s beautiful home in Barton still stands at the
end of Congress Court.

2nd Brigade Vermont Light Artilley
The GHS received a request from the Living
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History Association (LHA) in Wilmington, VT for
any information about any members of the 2nd Brigade
Vermont Light Artillery. Civil War reenactors, they
are looking for personal information about the soldiers
they portray. Their website (www.2ndvermont.org)
lists all the original soldiers who made up the 2nd
Brigade. Though no soldiers enlisted from Glover,
you may have relatives who did. The LHS members
are looking for letters, photos, diaries—any
information to help them with their educational
displays and realistic portrayals.
Do you have a Civil War story you’d like to research? The Vermont Council on the Humanities is
offering grants of up to $500 for research fees or
similar expenses for anyone interested in helping them
with their “Civil War Home Front Sites” project. This
is the same project Howard Coffin has been traveling around Vermont talking about. If interested, contact Julia Lewandoski at the VHC at 802-262-2626
or visit the website for a research kit or grant application at www.vermonthumanities.org.
– JFA

Life in Orleans County film released
It may not win an Academy Award, but Life in
Orleans County is getting rave reviews around these
parts! For the past three years, VT senator and
Johnson State College professor Bill Doyle has given
his Vermont History and Government classes a special way to study history—by having the students
put together a 30-minute video of a particular county.
This past summer Orleans County was the county of
study. Bill Doyle began by contacting historical societies and gathering names of local historians from
every town in Orleans County. His students interviewed some of these folks and then spent hours looking at all the interviews and deciding on the stories
and themes to use in the video. A professional video
production company was hired to do the filming and
film editing. Just a few months later, their film is completed!
The result is a fabulous look back at the history
of Orleans County during the 1800s and 1900s, told
through the voices of fourteen of the county’s best

storytellers and historians, and illustrated with over
250 wonderful photographs. As well as looking to
the past, the film inspires reflection and musings
about the changes people have seen.
Speaking for Glover is none other than Bob
Clark, our GHS president! In an additional feature
on the DVD that explores the making of the video,
the student who interviewed Bob, Lance McGrath,
says “My favorite part of the project was actually
meeting Bob Clark.” You will also see some photos
of Glover loaned by Jean Borland, Olive Griffin and
John Urie. All Orleans County schools, libraries and
historical societies received a free copy of the film
from Johnson State College, so it is easy to find a
copy to view, and it will eventually be shown on
Vermont Public Television. If you would like to purchase a copy, contact the Old Stone House Museum
in Brownington at 754-2022. Copies are available
for $15, plus $2.50 postage, with $7 of the cost supporting the Old Stone House’s programs.
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Glover Dam and Falls: just where was
it?
Two years ago in the Winter 2006 issue of Glover
History, we featured Slab City, a busy little manufacturing community at the outlet of Shadow Lake

mentioned. The dam at the outlet of Parker Pond
was “washed away” and, though there are accounts

This photograph of the dam with house and barn in the
background has this handwritten inscription on the back:
“Glover Dam before 1927 flood.”

that was thriving 100 years ago, with few traces
left today. GHS member and Shadow Lake resident Another postcard from Alice to Mrs. Mazzini Phillips, this one
written and mailed in 1912. At the end of her note, she added
Sam Cummings was the one who wrote that article. a message: “Doesn’t this picture look familiar?”
Sam is still curious about Slab City and continues to
search for more information and—hopefully—pho- of people’s fears that the dam at Shadow Lake would
tographs of the area.
give way, it doesn’t state that it ever did. The small
This summer, searching for Slab City informa- photograph of a dam from the Museum is inscribed on
tion at the Glover Muthe back “Glover Dam
seum, Sam ran across
before the flood,” which
two old postcards and a
then would make one
small photograph lathink that the falls and
beled “Glover Dam”
dam were at Lake Parker
and “Glover Falls,
since that is the dam
Glover, VT” and
recorded as giving way.
“Glover, VT.” He was
Sam has checked
intrigued—could they
with all the “old timers”
once have been at Slab
anyone referred him to,
City? If not, where were
and still has no definitive
they located? In Glover
answer. We have looked
Village? In West Glover This postcard was written and mailed in October, 1909 to through all the resources
Mrs. Mazzini Phillips in Springfield, MA from “Alice.”
village near the site of
at the Museum, hoping
the old sawmill? In West Glover at the outlet of what to find some clue, but the exact whereabouts of the
was then called Parker Pond?
dam and falls remain a mystery. We publish these
In the History of town of Glover, Vermont book three postcards here in the hopes that one of you
(1983), in the chapter on the 1927 Flood, both the will lead us to the answer!
dams at Shadow Lake and Parker Pond are
– JFA
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Found in the Museum: “the” Statue of
Liberty in Glover!
If history had taken a slightly different course back
in the 1870s I would now be able to look out my
front door and see the Statue of Liberty. That’s right,
“The” Statue of Liberty that now resides on Bedloe’s
Island in New York harbor. As amazing as it sounds
it is true. In the Glover Museum is a white three ring
binder with a caricature of the Statue on the front.
Inside are several newspaper articles describing this

it. New York City couldn’t raise the funds to erect it
there. Baltimore was for some reason discounted.
That left Glover and Painted Post. In 1884 the New
York Times in a tongue-in-cheek article said they favored Glover, Vermont as the best site for the Statue.
This was done, most likely, to stimulate the raising
of funds to erect the Statue in New York harbor.
I suppose it’s for the best that the Statue of Liberty

This photo of Lone Tree Hill overlooking Parker Pond was taken from the Ernest Baker farm in June 1904 and printed by
Barker photography studio in Milwaukee. It was taken in two shots, which were then placed side by side in a frame about 16”x
6”. The Baker farm is now the site of John and Bradley Urie’s homes. The original photo was donated to the GHS by Mary
Jane & Carlton Bickford. Can you picture Miss Liberty atop?

most interesting event in our local history.
Glover, it seems, submitted an application to have
the Statue erected on top of Lone Tree Hill overlooking West Glover. Glover was one of five potential sites considered by Frederic Bartholdi, the sculptor of the Statue. The other four sites in the running
were Baltimore, MD, Boston, MA, New York City,
and Painted Post, NY. Boston it seemed didn’t want

is located where it is. But I can’t help but imagine
what it would be like to look out my window and
gaze daily on Lady Liberty. Especially on the Fourth
of July with our great fireworks display going off
behind it. What a sight that would be. We would
probably have people from all over the Northeast
Kingdom coming to see that. Oh, well, one can only
dream of what might have been.
– Skip Borrell
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Orleans County Quests book is
published!
Just a few days before Christmas, the Quest
books came back from the publisher and hit the
stores. It was a long wait for the school children
who wrote the Quests with the help of many local
historical societies and town historians last spring.
The students were so excited to finally see their treasure hunts in print, and folks of all ages have been
enjoying reading the clues to historical treasure hunts that are
written in verse, anxious to actually follow the clues once Memorial Day is here.
The book was the vision of
Peggy Day Gibson of Glover,
who is also the Director of the
Old Stone House Museum. A
couple of years ago, Peggy, who
was then the Education Director at the OSH, learned about
Questing and wrote a grant to
the VT Council on the Humanities to bring the concept to Orleans County. The grant paid for
the originator of the idea, Steve
Glazer, to lead a workshop for
teachers from around Orleans
County teaching them how to
create Quests with their students
and their communities.
What is a Quest? It’s an expansion of a pastime
called “letterboxing” that began in England over 100
years ago. Letterboxing searchers would follow
rhyming written clues through the moors of
Dartmoor. If they were careful searchers, the clues
would lead them to a tin box containing a rubber
stamp. The finder would stamp their booklet proving they had found the treasure, and then rehide the
box for other searchers to discover.
About ten years ago, letterboxing enjoyed a
renaissance and expanded from England to include
hunts all over Europe and North America. Steve Glazer
took the letterboxing idea and tweaked it, having

school children write treasure hunts for their hometowns to help them get to know their own communities and develop a “sense of place.” The students
would enlist the help of town elders and historians to
learn about the special places in their communities.
Members of the Glover Historical Society helped
Glover Community School’s 4th grade teacher Jodi
Baker write a Quest for Glover.
They explored the Parker
Settlement and Runaway Pond,
and decided to write their
Quest on Runaway Pond. They
learned what a Quest was by
going on a Quest themselves:
“Traveling Back in Time” that
took them through some history in their own school and
along the Barton River that
flows past the school, ending
at the Museum. Their own
Runaway Pond Quest (which
is in the book) will take discoverers on a tour of spots in
Glover that tell the story of the
breaking away of Long Pond
in 1810. Also included are 17
other treasure hunts for other
cultural, historical and physical
treasures of Orleans County. Theresa Perron of
Glover’s Perron Graphics volunteered her talents and
time to design and typeset the book.
The book is selling for $8 in many stores around
Orleans County, or by contacting the Old Stone House
Museum at 802-754-2022. Some of the treasure
boxes were brought inside for the winter months, but
will be in their hiding spots waiting for you to find
them from Memorial Day through Columbus Day.
Happy Hunting!
PS: Kids who attended last summer’s program
at the Glover Public Library wrote a Quest about
Glover’s libraries that will take you on a tour down
Main Street. You can find that Quest at the library.
– JFA
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The old cooper shed moves

by Sam Young

Thanks to the generous donation of $500 from
the Glover Historical Society it was possible to structurally restore and move the Cooper Shed in West
Glover. According to historical records the building
dates back to at least 1870. It was one of the last
remaining buildings in the village from its commercial heyday. The building was in total disrepair and
was leaning so severely that it was unlikely to survive another winter.

The task of jacking and straightening the building was taken on by Earl Kinsey of South Albany.
One corner of the building was over 3 feet under the
grade of the ground. The new foundation was made
from granite blocks donated by Old School Builders. Keone Maher and Dan Kinsley did the stonework for the foundation.

On September 17th, 2007 Desrochers Crane Service arrived to pick up the building and move it with
one of their mid sized cranes. Many friends and neighbors were present for the event and the building would
not have been saved without the support and involvement of the entire community.
A special thanks to all who donated time and
money:
Old School Builders
Glover Historical Society
Glover Trailwinders
Lake Parker Country Store
The Parker Pie Co.
Earl Kinsey

Sam Young
Keone & Lynley Maher
Frank Medor
The Merlin Tree
Dennis and Peggy Gibson

Jane Peterkowskie
Edwin Young
Ted and Rebecca Young
Meg Gibson
Dan Kinsley
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Glover Historical Society
Treasurer’s Report
January 1, 2007– December 31, 2007
Opening Balances 1/01/2007
Checking
$ 564.21
CD # 551421570
891.73
Total
$1,455.94
Income
Membership Dues
Donations
Publication Sales
911 Maps
Membership VT Historical
Andersonville
A’ville Fr&WG Cemetery
Glover History
Mother & Daughter
Run Chamberlain Run
Runaway Pond
Union House
Westlook Cemetery
Video Cassette
Postage & Handling
CD Interest
Estate of Betty Putney
Total Income

853.00
337.25
90.00
35.00
56.00
100.00
362.00
242.40
30.00
144.00
6.00
40.00
10.00
24.85
268.57
6,364.58
$8,928.65

Expenses
Newsletter - January
Newsletter - June
Postage and Handling

767.00
642.00
165.36

Insurance
Office Supplies & Equipment
Archival Supplies
Web Site Development & Fees
US Flags & Accessories
History Fair Awards
VT History Expo

413.00
286.87
34.72
23.94
202.15
50.00
144.39

Bank Charges
Returns
Mowing
Cooper’s Shed Restoration
Ads

3.59
17.50
100.00
500.00
25.54

Total Expense

Closing Balances 12/31/2007
Checking
$ 845.66
CD # 555793370 6,127.87
Total
$ 6,973.53
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